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Collective 
strength 
shows



In May 2019, we launched our 
fabulous community project and joined 
forces with proud East Marshians to 
become the REMAKe (Revolutionary 
East Marsh Arts Kollective) ‘Sun and 
Moon Festival’.

Our vision is to create change through 
the arts. Our three-year plan is to offer 
East Marshians a wealth of different 
workshops and experiences in Media, 
Performing Arts, Storytelling & 
Writing and Arts and Crafts and then 
celebrate our achievements in a Sun 
and Moon Festival in 2021.

Over the last eleven months, we’ve 
built a strong arts community and 
we’re proud of each and every person 
who has joined us on this journey.

In 2019, we promised you that change 
was happening. The East Marsh was 
stirring. East Marsh United (EMU) was 
an established force for action on the 
streets and planning for the future.

In 2020, that change gathered 
momentum as the Sun and Moon 
festival joined EMU and took to the 
streets to clean. East Marshians signed 
up for our workshops and transformed 
empty units on Freeman Street Market 
into a hive of creative industry. 

Change was here. Change is here.

In March 2020, there was another 
change – a change no one could have 
expected which sent us into lockdown. 
We were on the verge of printing The 
Proud East Marshian, the East Marsh’s 
very own magazine.

We haven’t let the lockdown stop us – 
we went  digital. 

So, by the power of digital press, 
we bring you the online Proud East 
Marshian.

We can’t be in our hub on the market 
just now, so this publication will 
be your hub for as long as we’re 
separated.
Here you’ll find stories, tips and tricks, 
activities, interviews and, as we grow, 
so much more. 

Make sure you’re with us. Read your 
magazine. Explore the Sun and Moon 
website. Check the Sun and Moon 
Facebook page. 

Keep up to date and keep in touch.

Keep safe everyone. Enjoy your 
magazine and, when this is over, sign 
up for workshops and join us! 
 
Your Sun and Moon Festival team.

STOP
LOOK
LISTEN
LOVE
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Pat,
Eddie
and Kate

Billie-Jo 
and Paul

ANNABEL MCCOURT
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I passionately believe that creativity can be 
a force for good and positive change. This
is why I’m so proud to be working with the 
Sun & Moon Community Festival, back on 
the East Marsh, where I went to art school 
all of those years ago.

When I originally took these photographs 
for the 2020 calendar, I said that for 
me, these portraits convey the sheer 
strength, beauty, pride & humour of the 
glorious characters, the beating-heart of a 
community… 

None of us could have foretold recent 
events. Now, more than ever, we must 
support each other, realise that what we 
had was incredibly precious and be ready 
to make an even bolder change to our East 
Marshian community. 

Standing shoulder to shoulder, just as soon 
as we are allowed to!

Calendar 
shoot for a 
year 
nobody 
could‘ve 
imagined



SEAN MCGAREL
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Collective strength shows

For the last 14 years I’ve had the privilege 
of working for the Enrolled Freemen of 
Grimsby at Freeman Street Market, firstly 
just as a job between jobs but it didn’t 
take long to realise that this place, the 
people that work and shop here and the 
atmosphere that it creates had something 
special about it and I wanted more.  

Starting work there wasn’t my first 
experience of the market though, it 
wasn’t even the first time I’d worked on 
here.  I spent many Saturdays and school 
holidays helping out on the family fruit 
and vegetable stall, initially taking the tea 
and teacake order to the café at the back 
and quickly progressing on to barrowing 
the empty boxes to the bin room and 
watching in amazement as the cardboard 
crusher reduced my barrow load to the 
size of a shoe box.  

As a child it felt like a safe, sheltered 
environment, a great place to meet all 
sorts of characters, learn about people 
and what makes them tick, and that’s 
pretty much how I still feel about it today, 
some 50 years after I started “work”.
The family stall was typical of many on 
here at the time, full of vegetables from 
around the area, much of the produce we 
sold was grown by my family who had a 
market garden just along the coast.  And 
it wasn’t only my parents on the market, 
my grandparents stood here too, their 
stall was packed with more local produce, 
they also reared turkeys on their farm 
and brought them in to sell in the days 
running up to Christmas.  

I often have long conversations with 
my mother about how the market used 
to be, how it’s adapted to different 
challenges over the years and recently, 

my role in that.  She’s in her 90’s now 
and only a short time ago told me that 
her grandfather, my great grandfather, 
was a trader here too.  She recalls the 
Mad Harry, Frank and Edna days like they 
were yesterday and she smiles when I tell 
her the Pea Bung still has a queue.

A rather winding road has lead me back 
here and just like my role has developed 
over the last 14 years, so has the retail 
industry.  The changing dynamic of the 
high street and the way we shop, although 
challenging, has thrown up opportunities 
for Freeman Street Market, there is 
a need to fill the void of experience 
just not adequately catered for by the 
transactional nature of the large one 
stop shopping outlets.  I think they were 
missing a trick.  What makes our market 
great today is very much based on what 
made it great for generations: people.  

On the face of it all we have here is a very 
large shed but the moment it’s filled with 
people it transforms into this magical 
place of enterprise, social interaction 
and entertainment.  Markets at their best 
should represent their community.

Everyone has their part to play: traders, 
customers and our friends and in difficult 
times, such as we have now, is when our 
collective strength shows.

             

50 YEARS OF ‘WORK’ - 
FREEMAN ST MARKET



East Marshian 
Peace Choir - 
video links for
lockdown:
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Just one step is all that it takes, to get to the place you think is great,

Whether north, south, east or west, just go the way you think is best.

For if you stand still you will get nowhere, so just take a chance and start on the road,

Were it will lead nobody knows. What you achieve is all in your grasp, just do your best is all 
that I ask.

So what if it fails, what have you lost? You’ve learned something new;

To follow your dreams, only you can do it.

Learn from mistakes but don’t bring them with you.

Experience is knowledge, use it don’t lose it;

Trying again is not a disaster, everyone fails just once in their lives, but that’s how we learn.

So take my advice, and don’t throw in the towel,

One day you will win and you may not know it;

You might need to move in another direction.

To be a success, you may have to fail.

Just One Step

Paul Haddock

Hello everyone; below are the links to 
three videos that Jo and Olivia have 
prepared for you for this period of 
lockdown.
We decided to use We Shall Overcome  as 
it seems suitable for the times we’re living 
in. 

You can use the videos just to practise 
singing a lovely song OR if you would like 
to, you can record yourself singing along 
to either the soprano or alto part and 
then send your video to Jo who will knit 
together a lovely video montage of Peace 
Choir members singing together but 
separately.  If you don’t like the idea of 
filming yourself, an audio recording would 
also be lovely. 

When you record yourself you must use 
headphones so only you can hear the 
backing track with Olivia’s lovely voice 
guiding you along. You can play the video, 
through headphones on one device and 
record on another. 

When you’re happy with your recording, 
send to Jo:joannetownell@gmail.com  

To access the videos, just click on the 
links.

Thank you so much to our dear Jo and 
Olivia for this and I hope you all really 
enjoy this fun project. 

Lyrics: 
We shall overcome, We shall 
overcome,
We shall overcome, some day.
Oh, deep in my heart,
I do believe
We shall overcome, some day.
 
We’ll walk hand in hand, We’ll 
walk hand in hand,
We’ll walk hand in hand, some day.
Oh, deep in my heart,
I do believe
We shall overcome, some day.
 
We shall live in peace,
We shall live in peace,
We shall live in peace, some day.
Oh, deep in my heart,
I do believe
We shall overcome, some day.

Soprano and Alto parts together

Soprano part for the higher voices

Alto part for the lower voices

JOSIE MOON

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YZO-Ms82htM8WL-YyFKndswWhOcPomyA/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YZO-Ms82htM8WL-YyFKndswWhOcPomyA/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YZO-Ms82htM8WL-YyFKndswWhOcPomyA/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YL66fZwNNCGEvOcOJ9Zx0Xmmd9c08BlW/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YL66fZwNNCGEvOcOJ9Zx0Xmmd9c08BlW/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YL66fZwNNCGEvOcOJ9Zx0Xmmd9c08BlW/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YJu-Vd-Otxe9IIGLjQjLIQFa7ds7tVYi/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YJu-Vd-Otxe9IIGLjQjLIQFa7ds7tVYi/view


Let Us Be One
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Put on the bobble hat and scarf your nanna knitted, 
That your uncle wore and then passed on to you.
Let’s keep the faith of all our mams and dads.
Let’s share their hope,  renew the trust
Of those who have filled these seats
Or owned their space on terraces of old;
In the Pontoon or the Barretts,
The Findus or the corners or the Main.

Let us be one with all who have 
gone before,
Who kept the dream alive 
for us and those to come.

Let us remember who and what 
we are
And why we come here.

Let one great voice resound
Let these boys feel that noise - let it spur them on
As we stamp a Town tattoo on these old boards, 
Echoing sounds  of a century 
of voices, hands and feet. 

“We’re all Town aren’t we?”
Let the Harrys be inflated.
“Let the Town come steaming in.”

Let us be one in heart
For we are the pulse and life-blood

Of all  that’ s been held dear
For a hundred years and more in this place.

Let us reserve our seats for future glory and joy.
Let us be one together when that time comes again
For us to humble great sides of the day:-
Liverpool, Everton, Spurs and Villa, whoever.

                                       Let us keep faith with the shirt.
Let us stay true to stripes that 
never fade.
Follow the shirt.
Believe and hope in the future 
of the shirt.

Let legends be born and 
remembered.
Let myths endure.
Let history be made.
Let us be one.

Let us be one in remembering those 
Who answered their country’s call;
Bestall and Betmead, Waters and Scott, 
Glover, Lewis and Coyne

And those that gave their lives…
Sid Wheelhouse, Harry Springthorpe, Ralph 
Thompson.

Let’s talk together of Jack and Ginger and Jim;
Of all of the Kevins and Clives;
Of Terry and Tony and Matt,

“We’re 
all Town 
aren’t 
we?”

Harry and Nigel, Jimmy-Mac, Danny and Charlie and George,
Cockers and Fuch, Dizzer and Podge, Omar, Nathan, Jamma and Sean.

Let us be one with those that have travelled the land
To Anfield, Goodison, Wimbledon,
Coventry, Braintree, Old Trafford and Leeds Road,
Donny and Hull and Scunny and Sincil Bank,
Cardiff and Wembley over and over again - again and again.

Again and again and again - Let us be one.

Gordon Wilson April 2018

Listen to Gordon read his poem
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CAROLYN DOYLEY

community needed, and he made sure they 
got it. 

John’s a natural storyteller with decades 
of experiences. For him, religion is all 
about human relationships, and it shows in 
every one of his stories. They flit from the 
intensely moving to deeply funny, but they 
all have one thing in common: they’re all a 
testament to his humanity and his affinity 
with the East Marsh. 

Nothing paints a better picture of John 
than his own words: 
“I was standing outside the church one day 
and this little kid came up and eyed me up 
and down and said, ‘What happened to St 
Stephen?’ 
So, I said,  ‘what do you mean?’
‘Well’, he said, ‘you’re St John but I’ve 
never seen St Stephen.’
So, I thought right, I’m going to give this 

little pagan a bit of Biblical knowledge. 
Stephen was the first martyr who was 
stoned to death, so I thought I’m going to 
tell him the story, doing me job y’see. 
‘Well,’ I said, ‘he got stoned,’ and before 
I could say another word he said, ‘Yeah, I 
thought it’d be something like that,’ and 
cycled off.
 So, I was left standing thinking no, no, no, 
that’s not what I meant.” 

And there you have it. John Ellis rewrites 
the Bible with help of a young East 
Marshian. That’s quite a legacy!

John Ellis is an East Marsh gem from the 
Emerald Isle.

I like to imagine he came to us from across 
the water, sailing from Ireland to Grimsby 
Docks on an ivy leaf or in a leaky rowing 
boat like the Irish saints who made that 
journey from Ireland to Britain thousands of 
years ago. 

But he didn’t. He caught the ferry in 
the early 1970s and went off to work in 
London first.  Then, through a series of 
coincidences, he made it here to where he 
was needed on the East Marsh. And he’s 
ours and has been ours for over forty years.

As John talks today, it’s easy to see the 
young, long-haired vicar who came to 
Grimsby all those years ago. One thing 
was for sure, he came to do things his way. 
He knew what the young people of our 

JOHN ELLISJOHN ELLIS

Watch a film about John’s work

https://youtu.be/j2pFJRUCoPI
https://youtu.be/j2pFJRUCoPI
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If you wish to, you can send your 
contributions for inclusion to: 
 
cutlimited@mac.com

Absolutely no pressure to participate - this is 
about you and your time!

Only you know your 
thoughts at this time.

Why not stop, take 
some time to take 
it all in and make a 
record of it?
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Free Up Your Head Space And Make A Bit Of 
You Time

In ordinary times everybody has got used to 
being busy, being preoccupied with so many 
things and not having time to simply stop, 
look around, listen and appreciate what is 
around them. Although many are experiencing 
troubles, worries and issues at this time of 
such uncertainty the one thing that #Staying 
Home is providing, is time.
So now might be a good time to make some 
space, and take some time to just

STOP 
LOOK 

LISTEN 
LOVE

In our busy normal lives, we take so many 
things for granted and we miss such a lot. 
Now we have a bit of time why not stop right 
where you are look up and around you. In 
your homes, out of the window, in the street, 
in the garden, in the sky. You’ll notice allsorts 
that you wouldn’t normally. How long has that 

been there? Has that always looked like that? 
I’m sure that’s new. Does that always happen? 
How have I not noticed that before?
Listen to what is around you, take it in and 
appreciate. Time moves on and things change, 
for better or for worse. We don’t get that 
time back. It is gone before you know it. Now 
would be a good time to stop taking things for 
granted. Appreciate that what you have right 
now is unique to you. Only you see what you 
see through your eyes. Only you hear what you 
hear through your ears. Only you know your 
thoughts at that time. 

Why not stop, take some time to take it all in 
and make a record of it. Something you can 
keep and look back on or even share with 
others if you feel like it. 
Why not make a little sketch, a doodle, jot, 
make notes. Things you see, hear, thoughts, 
ideas, hopes, dreams, fears, wishes, moments 
in time…here’s your chance to capture them. 
Try popping them down on a bit of paper, 
get them out of your head, free up your head 
space for dealing with other things. Take a 
little bit of time for you. 

Take a little bit of 
time for you...

RACHEL MCWILLIAM



To make the base support:

Grab a piece of card like packaging, mine’s from a box of doggie treats
But you can use anything that’s not too flimsy or bendy.
Cut a shape, any shape, the size is up to you, I decided on a heart.

For the feathers:

Any material that is easy to cut, and lightweight 
Paper, card, fabric, plastic, etc.  
I have mostly used choccie wrappers, mixed with other food packaging
(Honestly, I didn’t eat all the choccie!)
Cut into smaller shapes to create a feather, or petal

Putting it together:

You’ll need some glue (pva, a glue-stick or double-sided tape)
Start at the bottom point of the heart, (your shape) and layer the feathers one by one up to the 
top.
You can be as careful or wild as takes your fancy, the only thing to remember is to work from the 
bottom up with each layer covering only a portion of each feather beneath. 
You can choose if you want to have each feather (petal) glued down completely or leave the 
bottom half loose, as I have done.
Leave it to dry, if you have used pva glue, Pop a hole in the middle half, a cm, down the top, or 
one in each top corner, attach some string, wool, or ribbon etc.  to make a loop, hang it in your 
window, on the wall or fridge, and you’re done!
Whatever your age, and or, experience with art and craft, it would be lovely to see your versions, 
and any of your art and crafts that you are making.

For now, be safe and have some arty-crafty fun!

What a show you have been putting on!
Windows, doors, walls and even wheelie bins, 
are full of colourful rainbows and messages of 
love and thanks for our keyworkers, families 
and friends.  

It is uplifting to see how important art and 
craft is playing in people’s lives, not just for 
the maker but, the viewer too.   
Here we will be chatting about the changes 
for ‘REMAKe’s   Sun and Moon Festival,’ Art 
and Craft projects.  We will also be having a 
look around at what you artists and crafters, 
amateur and professional alike, are getting up 
to. 

Other projects are in the works and we will be 
keeping you up to date, but for now, here is 
a little idea for creating something when you 
don’t have any art and craft tools or materials.

I’ve been having some fun with some food 
packaging!  Making sure its clean first, of 
course!

It can be as simple or fancy as you want, the 
thing to remember is keep it fun, it doesn’t 
have to be perfect, and it can be just for you.  
If you can cut it and stick it, you have the 
materials to make this.

V’s VANTAGE POINT

Top Tips from our 
very own Vivienne!

An 
arty-crafty 
view from
isolation
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VIVIENNE MAY



Stay safe and well.    

Annabel, Carolyn, Josie, Rachel and Vivienne. 

Sun and Moon Festival: Coronavirus Statement 

At this difficult time we hope everyone in our community is staying safe and well and we send 
everyone our very best wishes. 
As a team we have been meeting (online) to decide what our best response should be to the crisis.  
There has been a great deal of online activity from arts organisations all over the country and it 
has been encouraging and also somewhat overwhelming to see the speed and range of reactions. 

As a team, we have decided to take things more slowly and not to rush to action.  We have made 
a plan and we now have a series of projects underway. When these are ready, they will be released 
with full details about how to participate.  

So far, we have one online project, Writers United. This is a Facebook group that Carolyn is 
managing.  Each week Carolyn sets a challenge and writers are invited to post their writing to 
receive feedback from other writers.  It is a very positive space and has produced some lovely 
work from people. 

• Arts and crafts projects for adults – mid 
April
• Arts and crafts for families and children – 
mid April 

• The Proud East Marshian – online 
community newspaper  - in development 
• Voices from the East Marsh – stories 
and writing from our community – in 
development. 

Annabel will be developing the website 
content and hosting all of our events via the 
website. These will then be channelled to the 
Facebook page. 

https://www.facebook.com/sunmoonfestgy

https://www.sunandmoonfestival.org

• An activity for the Peace Choir to be 
released in the next 7-10 days.
• Music for pre-schoolers and families- by 
end of April
• Storytelling for children and families – by 
end of April 
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music & performance

arts & crafts

creative writing

media & web find us online:



Domestic Abuse
Help during the Covid-19 pandemic

Local domestic abuse support services are still offering  
a full range of support.

If you, or someone you know, is affected by domestic abuse, contact:

Women’s Aid NEL (who support both men and women)
Tel: 01472 575757

Email: support@womensaidnel.org if it is safe to do so or
The Blue Door Domestic and Sexual Abuse Service

Tel: 0800 197 4787

At a time of immediate danger, call 999 and ask  
for the police.

If you can’t speak, press 55 on your telephone keypad 
when the operator is on the line to still get help.

For children and families safeguarding advice and concerns contact the  
Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (01472) 326292 Option 2 or report concerns 

online at www.nelincs.gov.uk/children-and-families
For adult safeguarding advice and concerns contact the Single Point of Access 

(SPA) on (01472) 256 256
To report a non-emergency incident contact Humberside Police on 101
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